
08. Brendan Mudryk 
Joke: Hi everybody. Thank you for listening again today we will be talking to 
Brendan Mudryk. Hi Brendan. Hey, Joke. Welcome. Nice to see you here. tell 
me and the listeners, who are you, what do you do, and what's your big scary 
hairy goal?  

Brendan: So I am a brand strategist, logo designer, I should say. uh, enthusiast, 
brand strategist, working my way up, dipping my toe into a new found waters , I 
guess. 

My ultimate, I guess my big, scary hairy goal is honestly to make a living outta 
this at first, right? The ultimate one beyond that, I guess would maybe be 
something along the lines of an agency. But really I just want a kind of work 
that I can pretty much just pick myself up and move wherever I want to and I 
can still do the work that I do. 

So, Right. The digital world and doing all this stuff in an online capacity and 
just establishing a sort of presence in that regard. That would be, that for sure is 
my first main big goal. Cause I've been doing design work since I was a kid. 
Been in this for a long time and would like to actually make it a more, you 
know, longevity. 

Some like renewal out of it. Not just, paycheck to paycheck, . Yeah. And hoping 
for the best. Yeah. And I don't want it to be much of a side hustle. I want it to 
actually just be the hustle, I suppose. Yeah.  

Joke: The main hustle.  

Brendan: Yeah. And you know, just, yeah, I guess really that's kind of the 
center of it. 

If I can pick it up and move it wherever I want to, that is, that's, that's the dream 
for me. That gives me a type of freedom that I'm I'm seeking after quite, what's 
the word I'm looking for?  

Joke: You're longing. This freedom. Longing for this freedom, Yeah. 

Brendan: Yeah. Definitely. So yeah, that would be my big old goal. 



Joke: That's a very great, amazing goal. So how is that going for you so far? 
Are you reaching towards your goal?  

Brendan: I would say I'm finally making some of the first, I would say the 
preliminary kind of steps I would, I'm moving towards actually making 
legitimate money off of it, doing a project where that actually, you know, can 
pay for my rent instead of just the grocery bill. 

And hopefully that can turn into, Projects, but that will be my next step, which 
is the whole networking, social media aspect. Get Yeah. You know, the trickle of 
them, but first this project. Yes. But, so that is kind of where I'm at. A just 
basically finessing, basically learning while I'd do it, you know, trial by fire.. 

Putting myself in there and then just doing six things at once just to right. 
Instead of, instead of thinking about it, just doing it, doing it, just getting, just 
getting right into it because I've thought about it for too long. Now it's time. It's 
time to move. It's time to time to get the action. Yeah, so  

Joke: No, you were saying like, Oh, instead of thinking about six things at 
once, you're doing six things at once, . Yeah. Would you consider yourself to be 
a multi potential then doing all those things and wanting all those things?  

Brendan: Yeah, I, I would say so. That's, I mean, as from what I understand of 
it, it yeah, pretty much reflects a lot of what I would describe as, you know, my 
ADHD brain. 

Yeah. A very, you know, kinda goes in all directions at the same time and then 
wondering why am I stressed out? I only have 800 things thinking to think 
about on the go . But I would definitely say that. , I would fit into that 
description of it right from what I read. Cuz I like doing lots of different things. 

I know the importance of, you know, honing in on one specific thing. But I 
guess really it depends on how you break that stuff down. You can always break 
something down into smaller chunks. Yeah. So like this jumping in the fire was 
a mixture of, you know, hosting meetings, hosting a workshop, talking to clients 
online. 

For me it was establishing a new sort of morning routine cuz I'm more of a 
night owl, so I had to learn to get up early, do some stuff in the morning to get 
myself prepared. So there was kind of a bunch of things that I just had to sort of 
do and being forced to do, it just actually made it happen more than just 
thinking about. 



And that's, that's, I would find that with the multi potential or adhd, however, 
like you kinda look at it, there is a tendency to just stop cause of like being 
overwhelmed. And that can be a very, Tricky thing. Yeah. And like very, I could 
just like creative block, maybe not creative block, but a block. 

None. Yeah, just a block. Nonetheless. You know, the size of a size of a 
pyramid, Limestone, brick, But having that sort of outside pressure I think has 
actually kind of helped a little bit. Mm-hmm. , Healthy dosages of it because 
again, too much of that can just burn you out too much. 

Just, yeah. Yeah. So it's been a mixture of finding that balance, that middle 
ground of doing multiple things, but not mm-hmm. doing so many that I either 
A), hurt myself, burn myself out mentally, whatever that may be. Whatever. 
Yeah. And then B) also like, Trying to get it moving, but also it's like basically 
failing safely, you know? 

Joke: That's a nice way to put it. Yeah.  

Brendan: Yeah. And that's something that I kind of got from school was that it's 
way more important to fail in a safe manner over and over again, and then learn 
from it than to, you know, fail in like grandiose, you know, give your, put 
yourself on a pedestal and knock yourself right off. 

Just do small bits cuz you're gonna fail anyways in some capacity. You're gonna 
make mistakes, do those sort of things. So you may as well do it in a way that 
doesn't permanently You know, knock you off your horse. Well, you  

Joke: try to not do like this big, big failure. Yeah. But you know, sometimes you 
have those too  

Brendan: Yep. You just gotta be able to, Everybody has different bite size 
chunks that they can Yeah. Swallow and digest  

Joke: than one bite for you might be different size than a bite for me. Yeah. I 
hear you  

Brendan: and I. Mm-hmm. I know that from all my relationships. That's not 
that, it's not a small bite of my cheeseburger 

Joke: It's, to me it's that big old bite . Yeah. Yeah. I thought that was a nibble . A 
nibble, So in your own creative journey, was that your biggest struggle? Trying 
to not tackle everything at once, or would you say you have like imposter 



syndrome? We've been talking about this before. you know, imposter syndrome 
is frigging real. 

Oh  

Brendan: yeah. I, Oh yeah. for, I would say that that is definitely something 
that I struggle with, but, Some of the things I've learned from my own personal 
therapy and such is to just do these things anyways. Yeah, I might feel a certain 
way, but the feeling doesn't have to dictate what I do and trying to, you know, 
pull myself away. 

That cognitive diffusion sort of stuff is, Yeah, I found very, very helpful with 
trying to tackle that kind of thing because it can feel, you can feel all sorts of 
stuff. , but you'll feel better doing it than not. Yeah. Doing  

Joke: something, you  

Brendan: know? Yeah. Yeah. It's like what my. therapist, Ray, basically was 
just kind of like looked at me and went, Why does fear get to make all the 
decisions? 

Why don't you get to make all the decisions? And so that's, I love that kind of 
helped sort of shape that direction. The fear is still there, it's still omnipresent, 
The imposter syndrome, all those things are still there, but I do it in spite of 
them anyways. Just keep doing it because it still, aligns with who I am and what 
I want to do. 

I can measure those things in a different way, in a way that I can't measure state 
my fear or anything like that. It's like, These are things that align with my day to 
day stuff that I wanna do. And yeah, I would say my biggest thing was actually 
the movement. I've been frozen in place for a couple of years, so it was just the 
actually like Stop thinking. Do it. Act. Act upon it. You've thought about this for 
too long. Let's get some spinning. Spin those wheels a little bit.  

Joke: that's really the thing. I mean, sticking and staying in one place. 
Overthinking. Everything just gets you into a rut actually. Yeah. So that's so 
cool that you were actually doing the things you were thinking about for years 
probably. 

Yeah.  



Brendan: Quite literally got out of school and had a sort of, Mental slash 
nervous breakdown and kind of tossed design and stuff to the wind and was 
like, you know, at one point was going to just go find a job at like a weed store 
or something, just find just somewhere down the street and go, work 
somewhere. 

And I just kind of thought, how would I feel doing this in a year. Will, those 
have progressed me through the struggles that I wanna actually work through. 
And the answer to that was no. They might, they might have benefits in lots of 
different ways that lots of other people might feel, but for me it didn't work 
towards the sort of ultimate, as we said, that big, scary, hairy goal. 

Yes. Now, working in a store isn't gonna help me figure out these things, and I 
may as well figure out those things in the context that I'm doing it in. So, That's, 
what led me to, James's stuff and where I met you and all this sort of, all this 
sort of stuff changing. All this is happening. who would've thought stepping out 
of your comfort zone would have such an effect?  

Joke: Oh my gosh. So for the listeners, You and I met, in the creative 
community, of James Martin's, Logo Legends course. which is awesome. 
Course is amazing. The community is as is rocking it. It's awesome. 

Then you're enjoying it too. What do you think is the best thing about a creative 
community?  

Brendan: Honestly, I think things like this, I think the fact that you can meet 
other people and talk about things and realize that. You know, you're not. It's 
like you, we all know that we're not the only ones out there like ourselves to that 
degree, but actually meeting somebody who, you know, you can actually chat 
with and share your fears or just certain things like that, and somewhere you, I 
think the community adds a safe space for you to ask, to fail. 

To fail safely, as I  

Joke: said. Wow, that is, yeah.  

Brendan: That's perfect. It's, it's a place to be able to do those very things. And, 
you know, I don't think there's such things as stupid questions per se, but that's 
where you get to ask stupid questions. Stupid questions, . Yeah. Yeah. So it's 
like, maybe they're just redundant questions, but I'm somebody who asks for 
redundant questions all the time because I need to double check, triple check 
with quadruple, check 



And sometimes just having someone go, 'you're good'. I'm just, you know, a 
thumbs up is all I need to just keep that mobility going forward.  

Joke: Yeah, exactly. Yeah. If you, if you're, on your own in your studio at home 
and there's nobody around, you can get easily like, Oh my, I don't know what to 
do. And now with the creative community, you get to ask questions. 

Chat about all sorts of stuff. it's so cool. And you're here on the show, which is 
amazing. And we're helping each other out, which I really love about 
communities. it's not as competitive as most people would think it is, but it's it's  

Brendan: nice. Yeah. Yeah. They, when I went to school, they really. 

Really hammered that in that, you know, when you get out of these doors, 
you're gonna go from classmates to competitors, you know, you're gonna be 
competing and all that sort of stuff. And it's like, I get it. But that's lame. I hate 
the idea that we have to like, Fight with one another, and  

Joke: there's room enough for everybody. 

I mean, not everybody wears the same pairs of jeans. It's it's the same, same 
thing, you know? Yeah. And color. I like one like blue, the other one likes 
yellow.  

Brendan: It's, Yeah, exactly. And even within those colors, we all have different 
favorite shades. And so with doing like the community stuff, I think it's just a 
real great place to have access to kind of, Having access to like school or a re 
like a library or resource of some sort. 

And that's coming from someone that I consider myself a bit of a hermit, 
antisocial type person. Mm-hmm. , I'm not as, I'm not a socialite. I'm like the 
opposite. I'm very like picky choosy about in and around other people, 
introverted, but definitely a slightly antisocial just because I avoid going to 
large gatherings. 

I'd much rather be with, you know, my close friends. Yeah. And then go out 
with them as opposed to a big party of, you know, 20 plus people. I don't do 
well, I don't go out to bars or things like that. I'm probably pretty boring to a out 
of people, but I'm quite fine with that. But that's for me to engage in like a social 
aspect, like an online community. 



There has to be a lot of pull for me to Get into it, and I'm pretty sold on this 
community in that regard because, There's absolutely nothing, there's nothing I 
could possibly make up in my head as a reason as to why not  

Joke: to engage, right. Exactly. Yeah. Yeah. That's cool. Yeah. 

So speaking of the community, Where can people find you in the community?  

Brendan: Pretty much anywhere you can find me will be my first name, last 
name, so Brendan Mudryk. 

B r e n D A n M U D R Y K. And that's on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, and 
even my website. Cool. So my website is ww dot. BrendanMudruk.com. My, I 
think my Twitter might have a slightly different handle my professional 
company, I know freelance name, which is Tyr Designs. 

Oh yeah. But uh, I think my name is still attached to it, so even searching out 
my name still would find me. And same with LinkedIn too. Facebook is just 
facebook.com/BrendanMudryk. And. So any and all of those are just my first 
and last name.  

Joke: I will put everything into show notes to make sure that we have the right 
addresses and the right spelling. 

so do you have a quote you'd like to share with us?  

Brendan: I was thinking on this. I've got that long one I shared with you where 
we previously talked about mm-hmm. , but then there's also another one that's 
actually more of a lyric. It's a little shorter and maybe a bit more digestible to 
write out. So the lyric is something from a song that my brother wrote years 
ago, and it goes, The scars, they are my armor pain's embraced and then I 
harness it and it's from a rap song. So that has always stayed with me over the 
years from my surgery to. 

struggles now, like mental health stuff, but I wanna get a tattoo on my back 
that's got that sort of, lyric involved with it. Cool. And pertains to my spine 
surgery. And then the second quote, which is a little bit longer and I'm probably 
gonna butcher it cuz I can never remember the exact wording of it, , but it's, a 
designer knows when he is finished, not when there is nothing left to add. 

But when there is nothing left to take away. Oh yeah. And, that quote for design 
has stuck with me for even back to high school. So like over 10 years now. Just 



cuz it always has a sort of minimalist quality to it that I really enjoy. I've always 
been somebody who likes a sort of, Line work, like black and white 
minimalism. 

What, like Swiss typography, that kind of stuff? always been a big, proponent of 
those sort of aesthetics I suppose I like, the philosophy behind them. I live my 
life kind of as minimalist as I. Trying to keep, as don't have too many messes 
around the house. 

Cause I don't have stuff to mess, if that makes sense. That helps . Yeah. Not 
having things makes it easier to clean . And That's so  

Joke: true.  

So we're at the end of our chat already, so, so soon. Oh, we, we can still chat. I 
like it. . So, but just to, to wrap things up, you are a logo designer so people can 
find you if they want a new logo or if they want branding, they want the whole 
package, they can come to you for everything. 

Yep. Everything, the whole shebang. Awesome. Uh, your  

Brendan: package is right here.  

Joke: Yes. . He's, he's holding up a big, uh, big package of like 20 pages 
package. So  

Brendan: your strategy brief is waiting,  

Joke: Yes. Waiting for you. All right. Yeah. So Cool. Thank you so, so much, 
Brendan. It's so nice to chat with you.  

Brendan: Well, thanks for having me. 

Joke: Glad to be here. Yeah. All right. Bye bye.


